
Maximize efficiency and revenue with Fleet Management that allows for real-

time tracking of all fleets using precise geo-location across multiple areas. 

Sheeva.AI’s solution is different. Our software fully automates fleet 

management for drivers and owners: enabling continuous, specific entity location with 

sub two-meter accuracy for fleet tracking, insights and customizable dashboards.
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Parking
Sheeva.AI can reserve and 

guide you to a parking spot 

so you can save the time and 

the hassle of trying to find 

one yourself. Not to mention, 

when you leave, your vehicle 

automatically pays it for you 

– making it fully contactless!

Tolls & Road Usage Charging
No need to worry about current 

tolling systems or future per-mile 

charging. With Sheeva.AI, your 

vehicle is the toll tag and your 

payment is processed 

automatically!

Fuel & Charging
Get alerted when your fuel or 

charge is low and follow the 

navigation to the nearest pump or 

charger. Fill up and go using your 

vehicles digital wallet with your 

company’s card already loaded –

payment is automatically 

completed on your behalf!
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Maximize efficiency and revenue with Asset Management that allows for real-

time tracking of all assets using precise geo-location across multiple areas 

Sheeva.AI’s solution is different. Our software fully automates asset 

management for drivers and owners: enabling continuous, specific entity location with 

sub two-meter accuracy for asset tracking, insights and customizable dashboards.
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Automotive Sales 

Our software allows for storing 

and retrieving vehicles from lots 

to be simpler and easier: 

allowing teams to streamline 

customer interactions and 

increase customer satisfaction. 

And Anything Else…

Through on-demand, remote 

geofencing, we can help you 

track and protect your assets -

from shopping carts to 

rideshare bikes or scooters -

wherever projects take them. 

Agriculture & Industrial 

Equipment
Our software uses real-time, 

precise location and custom 

analytics to streamline storage, 

fuel efficiency, and vehicle 

maintenance, to extend the 

utility of your equipment. 
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